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Networked Media Search Engine
Overview
The Networked Media Search engine provides the mechanisms to analyse and annotate multimedia
assets at different level of details –from low-level multimedia features to semantic concepts, for
example– and to perform precise and efficient searches. Therefore, as any other information retrieval
system, the life cycle of the Networked Semantic Search Engine covers the following steps:



Annotation and Indexing. During this step, available resources are analysed, low and high level
metadata is extracted, enhanced with semantic information, and stored to ease its further
retrieval.
Semantic Search. In order to overcome the limitations of the keyword-based approaches,
different processes from the Natural Language Processing and Semantic Web are applied to
determine the meaning and scope of the query at hand. The user’s query in natural language is
analysed to determine entities and actions and how they are related based on a number of
general-purpose and domain ontologies to enrich the query at hand and improve the accuracy
and recall of the results.

In depth description
Semantic Content Annotation
The annotation process is composed by a number of components with the aim of providing Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Semantic Web functionalities.
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Figure 14 - Overview of the annotation architecture
Its architecture is designed and implemented on the GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering)
framework where a pipeline per supported language has been implemented. In addition to those
linguistic resources provided by GATE, a number of additional modules have been designed and
implemented to support semantic-based named entity recognition for annotation. In order to deal with
the semantic annotations, the Playence Ontology Manager (POM) is the component providing all basic
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operations needed to deal with ontologies, namely object creation, update, deletion, and query. This
component is designed to work with ontologies in RDF and OWL. The Playence Ontology Manager can
access the ontologies stored in local repositories (file-based ontologies) or external repositories offering
access through SPARQL. For the latter, the component implements the Sesame SPARQL API. Finally,
these elements have been connected to the indexing architecture exploit advanced linguistics and
semantic annotation at indexing time.
Semantic Indexing
The indexing process takes all the available annotations (semantics, linguistics, low-level features
annotations) extracted from documents in previous steps and creates an semantic inverted index for
later retrieval. Technology speaking, it uses Solr as search engine which offers good performance
results for huge volumes of data. It supports several formats: rich documents (PDF, Microsoft Office…),
connection with databases, Java objects and XMLs (with a structure equal to the index). As part of the
indexation process, a semantic layer is able to deal with the different all available types of annotations
described (linguistics, semantics) but also those coming from low-level analysis service.
Semantic Search Engine
The high-level architecture and main components of the Semantic Search Engine is depicted in the
following Figure. The Semantic Search Engine is composed of several modules, which apply different
mechanisms to analyse and improve user queries by exploiting concepts and relationships within
ontologies.
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Figure 15 – Semantic Search Engine
Every time a new user query arrives into the systems, the Semantic Search Engine runs a number of
steps:


Language detector: this module is responsible for detecting the query language to apply the
proper linguistic resources of each language
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Query Analyzer: this module is responsible to analyse the free text-based query and find which
terms are likely to be semantic elements (entities and relationships) within the ontology. By
exploiting such information, the semantic query expansion engine can apply different heuristics
to expand the query at hand with other related entities.
Semantic query expansion: this module is in charge of expanding free-text based queries
enhanced by the query analyser with other related entities to improve the recall, and in most of
the cases, the accuracy of the query retrieval.
Relationship Manager: this module is in charge of creating the logical representation of a
relationship graph with related concepts and instances given a query. It is used by the graphical
component to allow both navigation and filtering based on the concepts and relationships.
Probabilistic Module: this module provides different mechanisms to show summaries of a result
set and apply filtering (e.g. an overview of tags within a result set)

Potential fields of Application
Any field where information retrieval of textual and multimedia data is needed, e.g. Enterprise Search.
Possibilities for exploitation
The indexing, search, and annotation functionalities are exposed as REST services. Based on previous
requirements the architecture of these services is designed to be highly flexible and extensible following
a Service-Oriented Approach (SOA) principle that can be used within multiple, separate systems from
several domains.
The Networked Media Search Engine can be exploited as stand-alone services or as part of the
exploratory-based interface for search. It is offered under a number of licence options to suit different
individual and companies’ interests.
Further Information
For further information, check: www.playence.com
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